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Various patient data of a large population are available on the patient archive
and communication system (PACS) of many hospitals or clinical institutions. However such data are not widely studied, due to the challenges encountered in analyzing a large clinical dataset. Nonetheless, efficient analysis of large data can lead us to gain useful, possibly unprecedented insights
in the area under study. With the big-data analysis on large collection of
radiology images, we aim to achieve ‘predictive medicine’ – detecting diseases using large patient population image screening.
This work is the continuation of the study performed in [9]. In [9],
about 780,000 radiology reports were collected from the PACS of the National Institutes of Health Clinical Center, comprising about 1 billion words.
Manually examining and annotating such a large collection of radiology text
and images is not only challenging, but also requires an expertise in radiology. To alleviate this challenge, in [9]: (i) non-parametric topic modeling
algorithm (Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1]) was employed to analyze
the large collection of reports and to divide them into a number of categories with semantic levels; (ii) convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were
trained to classify the images into the report categories; and (iii) recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) and CNNs were trained to predict the “keywords”
associated with the images, e.g. to predict “adenopathy”, “masses”, “lung”,
given a CT image with lung cancer. The rate of predicted disease-related
words matching the actual words in the report sentences (recall-at-K, K=1
(R@1 score)) was 0.56.
While the keywords generation in [9] can aid the interpretation of a
patient scan, the generated key-words, e.g. “spine”, “lung”, are not very
specific to a disease in an image. Nonetheless, one of the ultimate goals for
large-scale radiology image/text analysis would be to automatically diagnose disease from a patient scan. In order to achieve the goal of automated
disease detection, in this work we added an additional pipeline of mining
disease words rather than disease-related words using radiology semantics,
and predicting these in an image using CNNs with softmax cost-function.
The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [5, 7] integrates and
distributes key terminology, classification and coding standards, and associated resources to promote creation of more effective and inter-operable
biomedical information systems and services, including electronic health
records. The Metathesaurus [8] forms the base of the UMLS, where it is organized by concept. Each concept has specific attributes defining its meaning and is linked to the corresponding concept names. It has 133 semantic
types that provide a consistent categorization of all concepts represented in
it, and we chose to focus on “T033: finding” and “T047: disease or syndrome” semantic types, as they seemed most likely to be disease specific.
RadLex [6] is a unified language to organize and retrieve radiology imaging
reports and medical records. While the Metathesaurus has a vast resource
of biomedical concepts, we also used RadLex to confine our disease-termmining more specifically to radiology related terms. The mined words are
one word terms appearing in the “T033: finding” and “T047: disease or
syndrome” of the UMLS Metathesaurus appearing also in RadLex (RadLex
is not a subset of Metathesaurus).
We are interested not only in disease terms associated with an image,
but also whether the disease mentioned is present or absent. After detecting
semantic terms of “T033: finding” and “T047: disease or syndrome”, we
used the assertion/negation detection algorithm of [2, 3] to detect presence
and absence of disease terms. The number of occurrences “T033: finding”
and “T047: disease or syndrome” detected as assertion or negations in radiology reports are shown in Figure 1. While the assertion/negation detection
of “T047: disease or syndrome” seemed specific enough, the detection of
“T033: finding” was not. For example, it seemed difficult to derive any specific disease information from 43,219 occurrences of possible “unchanged”
and 422 occurrences of negated “unchanged”. We therefore decided to focus

Figure 1: Number of occurrences (frequencies) of semantic terms “T033:
finding” and “T047: disease or syndrome” in UMLS Metathesaurus and
also appearing in RadLex, detected as (a) assertion and (b) negation in the
radiology reports. Frequencies are shown in log10 scale.

on “T047: disease or syndrome” terms only, and further ignored the terms
which occurred less then 10 times in the whole radiology reports. The total
number of “T047: disease or syndrome” terms for detecting their presence
are 59, and the total number of the terms for detecting their absence are 18.
Similarly to the object detection task in the ImageNet challenge, we
match and detect disease terms found in the sentences of radiology reports
referring to the image using CNN and softmax cost function. In addition to
assigning disease terms to images, we also assign negated disease terms as
absence of the diseases in the images. The total number of labels is 77 (59
present, 18 absent). If more than one disease term is mentioned for an image,
we simply assigned the terms multiple times for an image. Some statistics
on the number of assertion/negation occurrences per image are shown in
Table 1. From the all image-disease-term pairs mined, 85% of image-label
pairs were used for training, 5% for cross-validation, and 10% for testing.
With the CNN trained to model image to disease presence/absence prediction, the top-1 test accuracy achieved is 0.71, and top-5 accuracy is 0.88.
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Figure 2: Some examples of automated image interpretation, where top-1
probability matches the originally assigned label. The probability assigned
to the originally assigned label is shown with a red bar, and the other top-5
probabilities are shown with blue bars. Disease region identified in an image
is indicated by an arrow.
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Figure 3: Some examples of final outputs for automated image interpretation
where top-1 probability does not match the originally assigned label. The
label assignment of second row example is incorrect, due to the failure in
the assertion/negation detection algorithm. Nonetheless, the CNN predicted
the “true” label correctly (“cyst”).

and encourage other institutions interested in mining other large unannotated clinical databases to establish a large-scale resource for medical image
research.
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